Abstract. Self-adaptive systems change their operational behaviour for instance to accommodate variations in their environment, while preserving functional requirements and maintaining acceptable conformance to non-functional requirements (NFRs). While conformance with functional requirements is clear-cut, it is more challenging to specify acceptable behaviours when considering multiple NFRs, which are permitted to be partially satisfied. We propose a method for formalising how conformance to NFRs degrades and an automatic technique to compute a partially ordered set of levels of conformance. We then introduce a technique to systematically analyse the level of conformance to functional requirements that is achievable, allowing ranking and discriminating between system configurations (instantiation of system variables). This enables, at design time, understanding the impact that degrading NFRs may have on the overall system behaviour. Our technique offers design space exploration thus enabling the designer to analyse trade-offs between NFRs. We demonstrate the use and potential that this technique has on an autonomous robot case study.
Introduction
Self-adaptive systems are those that evaluate their environment and are able to adjust their behaviour in response to environmental changes [21] , selecting an appropriate system configuration according to an assessment of the current environment. Adaptive systems are foreseen to become more common and take on ever more complex tasks in the future [12] , but at present have limited scope. A serious barrier to further development is the gap between our ability to identify circumstances where adaptation is beneficial and preferable, and our ability to formally specify this.
To illustrate this problem, consider the example of autonomous homecare assistants, such as the Care-O-bot 4 . The robotic assistant must periodically attend the patient to preserve their health, but must also travel at a slow speed to reduce the risk of harmful collisions. It is simple to contrive a circumstance where the environmental conditions cause the assistant's operation to be degraded from the optimal, such as obstacles forcing longer paths to be taken or an overloaded programme of tasks. Under these conditions, one would reasonably expect the assistant to increase it's speed and increase the risk of a collision to ensure the patient receives urgent care. Otherwise, the assistant should observe the speed limitation when it is sufficient to travel slowly.
Formally specifying this conflict is not addressed in the literature. Additionally, such specification is conceptually difficult to achieve because the decision to perform sub-optimally on one objective to avoid failing a different objective is a judgement of proportionality. Existing techniques for verifying self-adaptive systems at design time require explicit enumeration of all possible circumstances, with the designer selecting the most appropriate system configuration for each state, as for switching control systems [20] . The enumeration of all circumstances can be challenging when the environment is made up of interacting components with complex behaviour, leading to many corner cases. Furthermore, enumeration prevents scaling verification to large, complex systems. To overcome the limitations of current methods, a flexible specification is desirable; i.e. specifying how conformance with one objective may be traded for conformance to another, within some boundary of acceptability.
In this paper, we examine how we can formally and automatically explore the extent to which a system design conforms with its functional and non-functional requirements (NFRs). We propose a design space exploration technique that automatically probes the potential circumstances a system may encounter, formalises the level of NFR conformance, and assesses the impact (in terms of property satisfaction) that each level of conformance to NFRs would have in each circumstance. We build onto our proposal on specifying systems that degrade or adapt through a partially ordered lattice, introduced in [17] .
We start by constructing a lattice of (discretized) NFRs as functions of system variables that degrade or adapt 5 . The lattice is partially ordered according to the level of conformance (with respect to the NFRs) of a system configuration-i.e. an instantiation of the system variables. We assume that the level of conformance and the boundary of acceptability of a system that degrades and/or adapts can be quantified by domain experts. The level of conformance is modelled through fuzzy logic membership functions, one for each NFR. We assume the level of conformance with respect to any NFR decreases monotonically as the system configurations degrade or adapt-i.e. if a system degrades or its operational limits are relaxed to cope with the unforeseen, the level of conformance decreases. This process allows ranking of system configurations, with respect to the NFRs, and analysing the trade-offs of conforming to the different NFRs.
To assess the impact of a degradation on functional requirements, we create a probabilistic model of the environment in which the adaptive system operates as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Model checking tools are then used to quantify the self-adaptive system's probability of satisfying system properties when operating at a particular level of conformance. By constructively describing the system and environment as independent processes that interact, we can use off-the-shelf tools to exhaustively enumerate the circumstances that the system may encounter, and in the process eliminate the need for the designer to understand complex behaviours.
From the combination of the two processes, the system designer is then able to examine a set of configurations and make her judgement about what level of conformance is acceptable, in exchange for increased probability of success. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that formalises the relationship between levels of conformance and its effect on system property satisfaction, to enable the systematic design exploration of adaptive systems.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the background and related work. Section 3 describes our modelling technique for the system environment and the system variables and attributes. Section 4 examines a case study of applying our technique to an adaptive system design, Section 5 discusses the value of our technique and Section 6 draws conclusions.
Background
In this section we consider the state of the art of adaptive system design, and briefly introduce relevant model checking and fuzzy logic background.
Adaptive Systems
Adaptive systems are typically characterised as systems with a feedback loop: the current state of the system is examined, and a decision may be made to then adapt, i.e. modifying the working configuration of the system. This process is most commonly formalised as the MAPE-K [12] process: Monitor, Analyse, Plan and Execute, while maintaining a Knowledge base. Other techniques use a statistical approach for deciding appropriate adaptations [1] , or encode the requirements based rationale behind decisions to allow runtime consideration of requirements [26] .
While these techniques work well to describe how adaptations occur, they do not aid verification of complex system properties. The presence of multiple objectives -i.e. system variables to select or self-* properties-with complex inter-relations has been identified as a serious research challenge [21] , and in particular, the necessity of selecting one of several available alternative adaptations. The self-adaptive software research roadmap in [5] proposes that requirements be given in flexible terms, allowing a broad interpretation of when a system conforms and when it does not. Another theme in the literature is that of having requirements knowledge present at runtime [22] , allowing more nuanced adaptations. Again, a serious challenge to such approaches is in decision making when multiple complex objectives are present.
Requirements engineering is an established field of research, where techniques such as i* [30] aid the analysis of requirements, their meaning, and the intentions behind them. Letier et al. [14] present a technique for reasoning about the trade-offs between different goals that can only ever be partially satisfied. They focus on the calculation of levels of conformance at design time, and making such information available to the designer to illuminate the design process. Jureta et al. [11] formalise the nature of the requirements problem for self-adaptive systems, defining it as the need to find a configuration that both satisfies functional requirements but is also optimal with regards to some desirability assessment, for each possible environmental circumstance the system can reach.
Requirement languages such as RELAX [28] provide a means for describing variation in a specification, by setting objectives that can be deviated from, rather than constraints. It has been augmented with fuzzy logic semantics [29] , allowing measurement of conformance with specific goals. Awareness requirements [24] enable reflective specification by allowing requirements to refer to other requirements. These languages allow more flexible description of the extent to which a system must conforms to a specification, but do not aid property verification or other assurances.
Some exploration of the use of formal methods to improve adaptive systems has occurred [27] . However, very little research has been performed on design space exploration or guaranteeing a certain level of service at design time. Formal models of systems have proved effective for runtime exploration of available options to find the optimal [15, 4] using MDPs with reward functions. Cheng et al. [6] formalise adaptations as transitions in a Kripke structure and discriminate between multiple choices through utility functions. This requires an explicit enumeration of all the possible adaptations when encoding the model by hand. Mori et al. [16] rank the adaptation choices according to utility and consider the likelihood of utility in the future, but do not look ahead by any significant period of time. Exploration of the design space and analysis thereof is typically dismissed as being an infeasibly large task [25] , leading to a focus on runtime verification [3] .
In summary, assurances and validation of designs is a known challenge in the field of adaptive systems, and formal methods have been used to examine the problem, but most conclude that the task is infeasible. Balance and trade-off of multiple competing goals has been examined only in the context of runtime verification.
Model checking
We assume that the reader is familiar with model checking as an automatic formal verification technique [7] . We briefly recall some important principles of model checking, and in particular the feature set of the PRISM probablistic model checker [13] . Models written in PRISM are Kripke structures where each transition is labelled with a probability of occurrence, allowing PRISM to reason about the probability of properties holding in the system, specified as reachability or in temporal logic. These models obey the Markov principle, with deterministic models being referred to as Discrete-Time Markov Chains (DTMCs) while models featuring non-determinism are Markov Decision Processes (MDPs).
In this paper we rely on two significant features of PRISM: firstly, we use quantitative model checking, yielding a probability of a property holding rather than a Boolean outcome. Secondly, we use PCTL [10] , an extension of the CTL temporal logic which supports reasoning about the amount of time that elapses on a path through the model, measured in number of transitions.
Fuzzy Logic
Inspired on imprecise human reasoning, fuzzy logic is an extension of Boolean logic based on fuzzy set theory [18] . Elements in a fuzzy set are allowed to be in states other than true or false. Fuzzy logic allows flexible reasoning with imprecision and uncertainty, also helping to model vagueness of linguistic or intuitive information.
Fuzzy sets are formed by the set elements, and a function that describes the degree of membership of each element to the set [18] . The membership degree µ A (a) quantifies the membership of an element a to the fuzzy set A. A membership function µ A , defined in [0, 1], can be specified as triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, generalized Bell, and sigmoid, to mention some popular examples. The α-cut of a fuzzy set A is the set of all elements a for which
Triangular norms or t-norms are binary operations T on the interval [0, 1], used for union and intersection of fuzzy sets [9] . T-norms satisfy the conditions of commutativity, associativity, monotonicity, and neutral element. Some commonly used t-norms include minimum or Gödel, product, Lukasiewicz, and the parametric Frank t-norm.
User preferences and qualitative utilities, in the context of utility theory for multi-agent systems, have been modelled and quantified through fuzzy sets. Multi-agent systems perform negotiation and coordination tasks to determine individual agent actions-i.e. they choose a control strategy, that maximizes their own utilities (or minimizes the cost) or a global objective function. The individual agent utilities (or their preferences over the objectives) can be modelled in terms of fuzzy sets, where each utility function corresponds to a membership function [23, 8, 2] . The utility functions are then combined through fuzzy set intersections, to compute a single utility value. We apply a similar modelling approach based on fuzzy sets to evaluate the level of conformance of a system configuration with respect to NFRs, to explore adaptive systems at design time.
to model and combine NFR conformance levels. Finally, a probabilistic model of the environment in which the system operates, and the systems capabilities in that environment, which we use to evaluate the likelihood of fulfilling system properties-i.e. the impact-, with respect to different explored NFR conformance levels.
Lattice
Adaptive software configurations can be characterised by self-* properties [21] : instantiations of system variables that can be varied by the software itself, leading to different behaviours and thus adaptation. A self-* system has one or more system variables. If the effects of these parameters were entirely independent, then it would be trivial to select an optimal configuration for a particular circumstance. However, this is often not the case. We consider multiple system variables that have material effects on the systems ability to achieve its goals, and furthermore, where the variation of system parameters can lead to a reduction in satisfaction of some NFR of the system. In the homecare assistant example, the robot speed would be a system variable: changes in speed affect the way in which the robot achieves its functional requirements, while also affecting the level of satisfaction of NFRs such as the amount of time taken to complete a task.
A NFR χ k (where k denotes the different NFRs) is a function of one or more system variables p ∈ P, and/or one or more system attributes attr (quantifiable measurements of any aspect of the system). A system configuration is a valuation for each system variable. We assume that the level of conformance for each NFR can be measured either as a real or integer range. We denote the set of NFRs as G = {χ 1 , . . . , χ k }, and formalise the meaning of conformance in the next section.
We borrow from our lattice introduced in [17] , but enhance it with additional semantics. Let L be a language of propositional logic over levels of conformance with respect to NFRs, µ χ k , χ k ∈ G, with the connective ∧, and SL be the sentences of L. An atom is a propositional logic expression operating on one NFR, for example α 1 = µ χ1 ≥ 0.5. Let S be a finite set of valuations on SL representing a set of possible valuations of the levels of conformance with respect to NFRs.
Entailment over variable valuations means that for sentences θ, ϕ ∈ SL, θ |= S ϕ (θ entails ϕ) iff ∀f ∈ S, f (θ) ⇒ f (ϕ). The set of weakenings W of a sentence s is {w ∈ SL | s |= S w, w = s}. Defining θ ϕ ⇔ ϕ ∈ W(θ), we use to define a partially ordered lattice.
Each lattice node is a different sentence s ∈ SL, and the weakenings of s represent weaker levels of conformance. Every weaker sentence has at least one NFR valued with a lesser level of conformance, caused by a change in at least one system variable or attribute. The top node in the lattice is the one where all NFRs are satisfied the most, while the bottom node is the one where all NFRs are not satisfied.
Intuitively, weaker nodes in the lattice represent degradations or adaptations performed by the system, which might allow achieving the system goals at the cost of less compliant system behaviour. The lattice allows examining tradeoffs of requirements conformance, along with the discrimination between system configurations according to their level of conformance, and thus a systematic system exploration. Selecting a lattice node, we can obtain a set of system configurations and attributes at that level of conformance by the inverse mapping of the functions defining the NFRs back to system variables and attributes, i.e. through alpha-cuts. The formal modelling of conformance, based on fuzzy logic, is presented next.
Levels of Conformance for NFRs
To model the level of conformance to NFRs in terms of fuzzy logic we define a mapping of each requirement χ k into the domain [0, 1] using a function µ χ k ∈ [0, 1] that quantifies the acceptability of the system variables and attributes, thus encoding the assessment of the system designer in terms of risk. We assume that the NFRs are independent from each other, and thus modelled as individual membership functions. In our semantic model, µ χ k (p 1 , . . . , p n , attr) = 0 means that a particular system configuration does not conform to the NFR k, whereas µ χ k (p 1 , . . . , p n , attr) > 0 means that the system configuration conforms to an extent.
A NFR can be defined as a function, for example, in terms of risk acceptance, directly in terms of a system variable p ∈ P, or an attribute attr. In a points scale, a hazard that is unlikely to happen would receive a low score, whereas a regular hazard would receive a high score. In a similar manner, a risk with insignificant effects would receive a low score, whereas a risk with catastrophic effects would receive a high score. The resulting risk can then be classified into 'acceptable' (e.g., risk ∈ [1, 4]), 'adequate' (e.g., risk ∈ [5, 9]), 'tolerable for short term' (e.g., risk ∈ [10, 16]), or 'unacceptable' (e.g., risk ∈ [17, 25] ). An 'acceptable' risk has a higher conformance level, whereas an 'unacceptable' risk does not conform at all. These conformance levels of a quantifiable model of risk can then be modelled as a membership function.
The level of conformance of system configurations to each NFR, including the risk-valued ones, can be computed and then combined (tlc) through a t-norm T ,
We chose the minimum t-norm, as it provides an upper bound with respect to other t-norms such as product. T-norms provide a formal framework to compute the level of conformance with respect to multiple NFRs. A single-valued metric allows ranking and discriminating between the system configurations, i.e. outlining adaptations or degradations that conform under bounded established risk criteria and acceptability, whilst still allowing the achievement of the system's ultimate goals. A further discrimination process for system configurations takes place through probabilistic model checking.
PRISM model
Having modelled levels of conformance to NFRs through fuzzy logic and a partially ordered lattice, we now turn our attention to assessing the impact of operating at that level of conformance on system success. We assume there are pre-existing success criteria, i.e. system properties describing the correct system operation, and that these can be expressed in some form of temporal logic. We construct a model of the system being designed that is able to simulate operating at all possible levels of conformance. For each conformance level, we evaluate the probability of system properties holding when operating at that level. While adaptive systems are designed to always fulfil functional requirements, in suboptimal circumstances they must do so by reducing their conformance with NFRs. Our measurement of success probability quantifies the extent to which operating at a particular conformance level inhibits system properties holding. Our evaluation model closely follows our previous work [17] . The evaluation model is created in the PRISM model checker, which computes quantitative verification results such as the probability of a system property being satisfied. The primary purpose of the evaluation model is to avoid the need for the designer to analyse any complex interactions between different environmental and system components. Instead, by constructively describing the behaviour of each component and then composing them, we can use off-the-shelf model checking tools, such as PRISM, to automatically enumerate all the possible interactions the system may exhibit. This process allows discovering corner cases or circumstances that are difficult to anticipate. The model is formed by two parts: firstly, the environment in which the system operates is modelled as a Discrete-Time Markov Chain (DTMC) with probabilistic behaviour that represents the environment's uncertainty. In practice, environment modelling would be performed by system experts. Secondly, the adaptive system itself is modelled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), where the control logic behind the operation of the system is a set of non-deterministic choices. Functions are used to control the operational settings, as dictated by the explored conformance levels in the lattice. Composing the two parts produces the entire system model.
To perform evaluation, we take a system property (written in PCTL) and constrain it to only hold when the system operates at a particular conformance level. Formulae in the PRISM model calculate the level of conformance for individual NFRs according to system variables p ∈ P and attributes attr. For a particular lattice node n we take the sentence s ∈ SL, i.e. a conjunction of propositions over NFRs, and add each clause to every state formula in the property. For example, transforming φ U ≤k ψ into φ ∧ s U ≤k ψ ∧ s, where s ∈ SL. The effect is that any state in the model that does not meet the level of conformance specified by n will violate the property, leading PRISM to calculate the probability of success when the conformance level is met. For system variables that are modelled as transitions within the model, we adopt a two-step process of selecting a transition in one state then performing it in another, so that NFR calculation formulae may operate only on states.
Provided with a system model and a suitably constrained property, we evaluate the property over the model with PRISM. As the actions of the autonomous system are described non-deterministically, the decisions taken by the adaptive system are determined by the model checker itself. We ask PRISM to evaluate the property for a control policy that achieves the maximum probability of success. The resulting probability of success (i.e. the probability with which the property will hold) is thus the maximum probability the design can achieve when operating under the constraints of each lattice node. In systems where there are multiple start states, we instruct PRISM to find the probability of success for every start state, and select the minimum of that set, resulting in the greatest guaranteed probability of success.
This exploration relies on the monotonicity of NFR formulae over their inputs. Given a lattice node ϕ that is a weakening of ψ, given monotonicity the set of behaviours that the model can exhibit under ϕ is a superset of the behaviours exhibited under ψ. If this were not the case and a weakening of an NFR could reduce the behaviours the PRISM model can exhibit, it would be possible for an NFR weakening to decrease the probability of the property holding, breaking the semantics of our model.
Summary
Our lattice and fuzzy logic based formalisation of the design space allows for discrimination between system configurations based on their level of conformance, while the PRISM model produces a probability of success with regards to a system property specified in temporal logic. These attributes represent the basis of trade-offs in the design of self-adaptive systems for uncertain environments: one may accept a more undesirable configuration in exchange for a greater chance of meeting the functional requirements of the system represented by the system property. With these pieces of information quantified, the system designer is then able to reason about the matter of proportionality, and decide what level of undesirability can be traded for greater success. One could chose to bound the level of conformance that is acceptable, or perhaps the probability-of-success level that the system must meet. The system could be re-designed to allow a more convenient range of behaviours, a degradation policy could be formed, or any other number of design choices could be considered.
Case study
To illustrate our technique, we take our previous case study [17] and analyse it under our proposed NFR formalisation. Rather than constructing specifications, we use our technique for design space exploration to better understand how NFRs relate to satisfaction of system properties.
Our case study considers a robotic healthcare assistant operating in a two dimensional space, co-habited by a human. The robot's objective is to be able to administer medicine or otherwise assist the human at certain times. The robot can move in one direction in the 2-D space at a time, at a variable speed. It has a battery with a finite amount of energy, and will fail its task if the battery runs out of energy. The 2-D space features a recharging point, stopping at which causes the battery to be instantly recharged. In the environment, the human moves stochastically at a constant speed in a random direction, or stays still. The human's random behaviour creates environmental uncertainty, and the robot cannot rely on the human to act rationally -it may, for example, flee from the robot. A single robot configuration would likely not be optimal, and to produce an adaptation policy the designer would need to consider all possible behaviours of the human, and the constraints forced on the robot by the shape of the 2D space and location of the charging point.
Two system variables are considered for degradation/adaptation: the maximum velocity limit v, and minimum energy margin before recharge e. These limits are established in software, as conservative operational points in the state space. Our single system attribute is the maximum servicing time limit t. The system variables are defined as the sets of ordered constraints v i = v ≤ i with i = 1, . . . , 6 units, and e m = e ≤ m with m = 1, . . . , 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 units. The limits at v 6 and e 25 correspond to physical limits in the system. The system attribute was observed in the ranges t j = t ≤ j with j = 1, . . . , 10 units.
We define the robot's functional objective (ξ) to be to, from any given start state (i.e. location in the 2-D space of the robot and human), reach the human and stop adjacent to it. In PCTL we write this ¬svc U k svc where svc is an additional system attribute that is true when the robot is in a location where it can service the human, and k is the number of transitions (i.e. time) in which ξ must become true. We explore the likelihood of ξ holding as system operation, defined by our NFRS, degrades.
Our NFRs are as follows, we wish the robot to reach the human as quickly as possible (χ 1 ), while moving at a speed that minimizes the risk of a harmful collision (χ 2 ), and keeping as low an energy threshold as possible before returning to the charging station (χ 3 ). Different membership functions were proposed for each NFR, as shown in Fig. 1 , to exemplify the designer's intention and subjective acceptability qualification in valuing the level of conformance. 
...
... Fig. 2 . 3-D lattice for NFRs χ1, χ2 and χ3, according to examined ranges for system variables and attributes t, v, e in the example.
A partially ordered lattice was constructed from evaluating µ χ1 , µ χ2 and µ χ3 according to the examined ranges for v, t, e. We used an algorithm for constructing lattices presented in [17] . The partial order in the lattice corresponds to entailment, defined by the α-cuts of conformance levels, such that µ as the lowest level of conformance. The lattice has a total of 540 nodes, from the examined ranges for v, t, e.
We computed the t-norm (minimum) of each point in the lattice, to enable the observation of trade-offs between the conformance to the NFRs according to system variable valuations. Fig. 3 shows an example of this computation, for a cross section in the 3-D lattice where e ≤ 5, using the 'Sigmoid' function as µ χ1 and the 'Fast' function as µ χ2 from Fig. 1 .
Subsequently, we computed the probabilities of satisfying the objective ξ, constrained by the valuations of the NFRs in the lattice explained in Section 3.3, corresponding to different degradations of NFRs. Fig. 4 shows the resulting probabilities corresponding to the same cross section in the 3-D lattice of Fig. 3 , with fixed e ≤ 5. The nodes where P r(ξ) > 0.9 are shown in red.
With these two sets of results 6 , the t-norms and the probabilities from model checking, the designer can understand the trade-offs between conformance to the NFRs and satisfaction of the functional requirements, for the system in the example. The designer would find that the system configurations conforming to the NFRs at the highest level -i.e. the most conservative ranges over the system variables, or the top of the lattice-do not satisfy the functional requirement ξ. Nonetheless, increasing these ranges produces an increase in the probabilities of satisfying the functional requirement ξ, at the cost of conformance to the NFRs. The system designer can observe the trade-off of the increased risk of collision due to a high motion velocity, in order to achieve a high probability of success for ξ, e.g. P r(ξ) > 0.9. This translates into traversing the lattice from the top with the highest conformance level, towards a lower weakened node. From the presented example, configurations that meet the threshold P r(ξ) > 0.9, whilst observing the highest t-norm values simultaneously, would be t 5 , v 4 , e 4 , t 5 , v 5 , e 4 , and t 4 , v 5 , e 4 , which increase the risk of collision to meet the requirement, fortunately within an 'acceptable' level (observed on the corresponding plot in Fig. 1 ), as the corresponding lattice nodes are located away from the bottom of the lattice. The designer can also observe the impact of the energy margins, where thresholds above e 5 have an identical effect in the probability of satisfying the functional requirement ξ.
Discussion
Our technique arms system designers with additional knowledge about the way NFRs in their system interact, which may be analysed to improve design decisions. In this section we discuss what options the designer has as a result of this technique, and what limitations it is subject to.
Contribution
The result of our technique is a partially ordered lattice with each node annotated with levels of conformance to NFRs, and the likelihood of a system property holding when operating at that level of conformance. We do not prescribe a method for the designer to analyse this information, but its availability allows the designer to observe the rate at which one NFR trades against another, the detection of step changes in success probability as NFRs are weakened, and any other artefacts in the relationship between NFRs and system variables.
The designer may use this information to decide, for example, that there are no circumstances where configurations with a system variable valued past a certain point are acceptable, leading to a new constraint in the design process. Alternately, better knowledge of the trade-offs may allow the development of a policy for the adaptive system to follow at runtime, for example "the system should always weaken NFR φ before it weakens NFR ψ".
Crucially, we break from existing multi-objective optimisation techniques that attempt to produce a single valuation of how "good" a configuration is, instead presenting the level of conformance and the success probability separately. Combining the two would create a figure with poorly defined meaning, therefore we leave it for the designer to infer information without any excess transformation.
As this technique is automated, we relieve the designer of the cognitive burden of having to anticipate the different circumstances and corner cases that may occur when the system interacts with the environment. The designer needs to only describe the actions that the environment performs, and the decisions that the adaptive system has available to it, after which the model checking process will exhaustively explore every possible interaction between the two, for every possible decision the adaptive system could make. This en mass analysis of the design state space leverages formal methods to remove some uncertainty from the design process, allowing full coverage of all possibilities rather than limited analysis of some.
Limitations
The necessity to construct a model of the system design in PRISM adds a number of technical burdens to the designer. While the construction of a system model might be expected as part of the design process, the environmental modelling requires an assessment of the probability of certain events occurring, for PRISM to accurately compute the likelihood of system properties being met. This requires domain knowledge and is potentially susceptible to inaccuracies. In addition, the fuzzy logic assessment of how acceptable system variables or attributes are requires judgement by a domain expert, considering the boundaries of acceptability and the rate at which acceptability changes. Our structure of "weakenings" means that only monotonic NFRs can be considered.
The use of model checking tools in the exploration process makes us subject to the state explosion problem: as the size of the system being explored increases, the resources required to evaluate it will grow exponentially. This is a natural consequence of the fact that, as systems become more complex, they become harder to model and specify. However, the level of detail with which the system model is built can be adjusted by the designer, making the use of this technique a question of cost: When modelling for a given level of detail, will the resource cost yield a greater return in the knowledge gained and guarantees given? In many circumstances, it may be that expensive exploration of the design space through this technique outweighs serious consequences of an erroneous design, for example harm to health or financial loss.
The explicit state exploration of the system design may force naturally continuous system variables and attributes to be un-naturally discretized. In our case study, the dimensions of our 2-D space are continuous, but we are forced to represent it as a grid by the model construction process.
Our exploration technique is also limited only to discovering those circumstances that may present themselves due to an interaction of the components that appear in the PRISM model. Should real-world factors that affect the behaviour of the system not be modelled, then our technique would be incapable of considering their effects. We deal with the "known unknowns" [19] , factors that we know exist but do not fully understand, as opposed to the "unknown unknowns", factors that affect the design but that we are unaware of. For similar reasons, our technique cannot directly produce information of interest to the designer, as additional intuition and analysis is required to interpret the results.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have examined the difficulties in designing self adaptive systems, and in particular the challenge of exploring the design space when multiple interdependent NFRs and system variables are present. We propose a technique for characterising and ranking different adaptive system configurations according to their level of conformance with NFRs, using fuzzy logic. We then calculate, for each operational point, the likelihood of system properties holding over a formal model of the system being designed in its environment. The competing measures, of conformance versus likelihood of success, facilitate the designers' understanding of their system.
Our technique does not attempt to define an optimal configuration, instead leaving it for the designer to judge what level of conformance can be traded for success. We believe that this better expresses the decision making process of system design. The automated nature of the analysis avoids the need for the designer to manually study a large number of circumstances the system may encounter, instead using formal tools to perform this automatically. This automated exploration comes at the expense of defining an operational model for the environment and system being designed. We illustrate the whole process through a case study.
Design space exploration of adaptive systems is an unaddressed problem, typically dismissed as being an infeasibly large task. We believe that formal methods can help simplify the exploration process, and this work is a first step in formalising the design problem that is to be solved. In the future, we believe more complex relationships between NFRs and system variables could be formalised, in particular those that are not monotonic. The matter of how to specify the correct (i.e. most likely to succeed) operation at runtime should be examined. The policy information generated by PRISM, i.e. the evaluation of which choice of action is most likely to lead to success, could be deployed at runtime to guide the decision making process. We also plan on finding more effective ways to explore the lattice to reduce computational overhead, including partial exploration.
More generally, formal methods may be able to resolve dilemmas of choice between different options, and serve as a tool to pre-compute the correct operation of adaptive systems, increasing reliability and confidence that the system will succeed.
